
Utah based medical device company Pyrexar has reached a milestone in 

hyperthermia treatment, as it acquires BSD medical’s HT assets. Post-

acquisition company has become pioneer in HT technologies, and is 

expected to deliver innovative and effective solutions by leveraging its 

widespread distribution network. Pyrexar’s devices use RF energy to kill 

cancerous cells. Treatment uses response difference of malignant cells 

and healthy cells to 104-113F temperature. Malignant cells fail to stand 

such a high temp, on the account of their hypoxic nature. 30 years of 

clinical trial data recorded by company stands testimonial to PYREXAR 

HT platforms efficacy. 

Gelesis chases USD 60 million 

IPO dream 
Pyrexar Medical acquires BSD medical hyperthermia assets 
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New York based Lux Capital exceeded its own expectation of fund inflow 

for life science sector. Venture capital and private equity firm Lux capital 

closed a round of USD 350 million, an amount USD105 million higher 

than its initial set target. The round has brought the total managed assets 

of the company to USD 700 million. Though the firm has mixed interest 

in healthcare, energy and technology sector, recently closed amount will 

be channelized to life science focused companies only. VC has earlier 

helped almost 20 start ups to reach their commercialization dream. 

Some of the pioneers who were given launch pad by Lux Capital include 

SHAPEWAYS, GRIDCO, GENOCEA and KURION. 

Lux Capital readies for USD 350 million bet on life science sector 

More Details 

Massachusetts based & PureTech 

backed- Gelesis, post-closing a 

funding round USD 22 million last 

week, now plans to close IPO. 

Gelesis 100, a pill targeted to treat 

obesity and diabetes is company’s 

landmark product. Company in past 

has touted about strong in vivo, in 

vitro and human data, highlighting 

pills efficacy. However in order to 

present the strong regulatory certi-

fication case and gather more re-

search output, company begun a 

clinical trial in recent past. Accord-

ing to article feature on Xconomy, 

money gathered through its IPO 

proceedings will be used for clinical 

trials and regulatory related tasks 

of Gelesis. 
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